
MUDHAWK 14
ATV riders in the early teenage years 

often get left out of the game, being 

left on a machine that’s underpowered 

and too small for them, or they 

inappropriately get stuck with an 

over-powering adult model that 

puts them at risk. The MudHawk 14 

solves that problem, by combining 

an appropriately sized, full-feature 

chassis with the correct performance 

level engine. The MudHawk 14 is 

certified for riders 14 years old and 

older and it’s built Rival tough, which 

means that your teen rider can enjoy 

his or her ATV on family adventures for 

years to come!

For more information and to find 
your nearest Rival Motorsports 

dealer, visit RivalMotor.com



Age-appropriate Ergonomics
The MudHawk 14 is engineered at the right size 
for your teenage riders. The chassis layout is 
designed to fit an average 14-year-old rider, with 
space to grow.

Throttle Limiter
If your rider is just learning about throttle 
control, the MudHawk 14’s throttle limiter will 
let you control top speed to fit his or her ability. 
When they demonstrate appropriate skill level, 
you can increase speed at your discretion.

Liquid-cooled engine
The MudHawk’s liquid-cooled engine is 
built tough to deliver years of dependable 
performance. The radiator and fan keep the 
engine at optimum running temperature even at 
low speeds or when idling. 

Shaft drive
The MudHawk 14 sports a shaft drive system 
instead of a chain or belt. The advantage to 
shaft drive is quiet operation and minimal 
maintenance.

INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE! 
Selectable 2WD/4WD
Riders can choose between 2 wheel drive or 4 
wheel drive operation with the push of a simple 
button on the right-hand side. No other Youth 14 
ATV on the market offers 2WD/4WD!

Hi/Lo/Reverse/Neutral/Park
The MudHawk 14’s transmission offers riders 
high gear, low gear, reverse, neutral and park. 
Riders select the gear with an easy-to-use 
shifter on the right side of the unit.

Hydraulic disc brakes
Hydraulic disc brakes on all four wheels give the 
MudHawk 14 excellent stopping power.

INDUSTRY EXCLUSIVE! 
Independent suspension
The MudHawk 14 has an independent 
suspension design on the front and rear, 
delivering a comfortable and smooth ride with 
good ground clearance. Each corner has a 
preload-adjustable coil spring and hydraulic 
shock to let you dial your ride to your liking. No 
other Youth 14 ATV on the market offers front 
AND rear independent suspension!

Ground clearance
The MudHawk 14 has 12 inches of ground 
clearance to allow it to go right over small logs, 
stumps and rocks without hanging up.

Aluminum wheel set
The MudHawk 14 sports stylish and lightweight 
aluminum wheels, while the competition uses 
heavy steel wheels.

Electronic gauge display
The MudHawk 14 features a full LCD gauge 
display. Your rider can see vehicle speed, engine 
RPM, gear selection, 2WD or 4WD selection, 
fuel level, hour meter and it has an engine temp 
warning light.

Front and rear racks
The MudHawk 14 is outfitted with front and rear 
racks so that your rider can carry gear, firewood 
or any other cargo on the ride. 

MUDHAWK 14 FEATURES SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL MudHawk 14  

MINIMUM AGE 14 years old  

INTRODUCTORY MSRP $3,999 

ENGINE TYPE 276cc, 4-stroke, liquid-cooled  
single cylinder 

FUEL DELIVERY Carburetor

IGNITION CDI

START Electric

TRANSMISSION CVT-type automatic 

TRANSMISSION GEARS Hi-Lo-Neutral-Reverse-Park 

DRIVE TYPE 2wd/4wd selectable

FINAL DRIVE Shaft

FRONT SUSPENSION TYPE MacPherson, 3.8” travel 

REAR SUSPENSION TYPE Independent Rear, 4.3” travel 

FRONT BRAKE Hydraulic Disc 

REAR BRAKE Hydraulic Disc 

FRONT TIRE 25 x 8-12

REAR TIRE 25 x 10-12

WHEEL TYPE Aluminum 

FRONT RACK CAPACITY 39.7 lbs

REAR RACK CAPACITY 57.3 lbs

TOWING CAPACITY 440.9 lbs 

FUEL TANK CAPACITY 3.4 gal

OVERALL DIMENSIONS   85.0”x 47.2”x 50.0” (LxWxH)

SEAT HEIGHT 37”

WHEEL BASE 50.9”

ESTIMATED DRY WEIGHT 693 lbs 

FRONT LIGHTS Halogen Hi/Lo 

BRAKE LIGHT Halogen

SPARK ARRESTOR Yes

COLORS Red, Blue, Green

WARRANTY 6 Months


